salvaged from the recycle bin. This flag is ignored if
there are relative paths in the sFrom parameter.
• FOF_FILESONLY. If this flag is set and there are
wildcards in the sFrom parameter, the function
doesn’t consider subdirectories. If the flag isn’t set,
the function recurses through all subdirectories.
• FOF_SIMPLEPROGRESS. If this flag is set, the
progress dialog is displayed, but there will be no
filenames shown on the dialog.
• FOF_NOCONFIRMMKDIR. If this flag is set and the
operation requires the creation of a new directory, the
system won’t ask the user for permission. If you leave
this flag cleared, a confirmation dialog will be shown
for the directory creation.
• FOF_NOERRORUI. According to Microsoft’s
explanation this flag prevents the API from
displaying a user interface if an error occurs.
Unfortunately, I couldn’t figure out what this looks
like, so I have to rely on its documentation.
Listing 3. An example of “ORing” flags.
◆Set Flags = FOF_RENAMEONCOLLISION | FOF_NOCONFIRMMKDIR

The sample application
I’ve provided an example dialog in the sample source
code (see Figure 2). Except for a parent window handle
and a dialog title, all parameters of my function can be set
up from the example dialog.
Note: while exploring the capabilities of the function,

Figure 2. The test application.

please be careful what you do. The risk of unintentionally
deleting entire directory structures is very high. CP
Download FILEOPS.ZIP from this issue’s Table of Contents
at www.ProPublishing.com, or find it on this month’s
Companion Disk.
Joachim Meyer is one of the owners of BASYS EDV-Systeme, a
networking company in Bremen (Germany). He’s a Novell and Microsoft
systems specialist, responsible for software development and control. He
has 10 years of programming experience with SQLWindows, CTD, Delphi
and C. Contact him at JoeM@basys-bremen.de.

Tip!

Comments in SQLTalk Scripts Centura
R.J. David Burke—The SQLTalk documentation dutifully
describes the REMARK statement as a way to enter comments
(or remarks) in SQL scripts. Alternatively, SQL script writers
may use a more concise syntax that has been supported in
SQLTalk since at least SQLBase 6.0. However, it appears to
have slipped through the documentation.
SQLTalk treats lines beginning with a double hyphen (--)
as comment lines, just as C++ and Java compilers treat lines
beginning a double slash (//) as comment lines. So instead of:
REMARK
\
This script creates the database objects
needed for the application and populates
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the lookup tables with initial data
/

SQLBase

you could have:
-- This script creates the database objects
-- needed for the application and populates
-- the lookup tables with initial data

There’s a slight difference in the way these comments are
handled by SQLTalk. The double hyphen comment lines are
simply disregarded by the script execution engine. The REMARK
statement, on the other hand, is treated as a command to be
executed.
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